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Release Notes for Patch Release#4353

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.3-rev34Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.3-rev30Open-Xchange AppSuite documentconverter 7.8.3-rev8
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #4327.

51093 External DriveAccount on mobile: button ”Switch to parent folder“ leads to Hidden-RootThe root folder is ”9” for Drive, but for external storages ”1”. When the root is reached, the overviewis shown. It was only checked by 9 if the root is reached.This has been fixed by checking also for folder id 1 for external storages.
55100 After update logback errors like ”Could not register LogbackConfigurationMBean”In case ”com.openexchange.java-commons.logback-extensions” bundle has not been started an at-tempt to register its MBean fails.Solution: Await availability of Logstash Socket Appender instance prior to attempting to register itsMBean.
55162 Inline images at HTML mails disappear after a short timeSometimes added Inline images disappered while composing a new email.Do not advertise ”Content-Length” header for retrieved images from mail storage as associatedMIME part does not provide exact size to solve this issue.
55175 Mail Module does not render thumbnails for .txtThis has been solved by adding txt to regex of supported file extensions for preview.
55229 Japanese text is garbled in AppSuiteSome Japanese characters are not display correctly (garbled) in emails.This has been fixed by using ”x-windows-iso2022jp” charset in case Java’s ”iso-2022-jp” charset yieldsunmapped characters.
55254 Rename / delete folders in ox drive not possibleCreation of trash and public folders on demand was removed.This has been solved by reenabling the creation of trash and public folder on demand.
55265 Massive high load on configdb - DB ReadSlaveExcessive querying of all context identifiers, likely caused by unnecessarily ”per node” initializationof default attachment storage cleaner.Solution: Efficient retrieval of distinct context identifiers per schema and refactored default attach-ment storage cleaner to be managed as cluster task (runs only once, no more per node).

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guidedand close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ-ment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
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a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
51093, 55100, 55162, 55175, 55229, 55254, 55265,
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